
This week, Ed Satterfield continued our series on the Ten Commandments by preaching on honoring your 
father and your mother. 

READ
Exodus 20:12
Ephesians 5:21-22; 6:1-9

REFLECT
1. Ed began with explaining the transition represented in the fifth commandment. He explained that the first 

four commandments - often referred to as the first table or tablet - deal with our vertical relationship 
with God while the next six or second table relate to our horizontal relationships with each other. Why is 
this significant? 

2. Ed said that the relationship between parents and children is not static, that it “looks different at the 
different stages in our relationship.” How have you experienced stages in your own relationship with your 
parents and or children? 

3. Ed referred to the church reformers and Paul’s words in Ephesians to expand the fifth commandment 
beyond merely parental relationships to speak about honoring others in all relationships. Ed said: “the 
words submit, be subject or honor all synonyms for what is meant in the 5th commandment.” What does 
this mean in our lives? 

PRAY
+ Confess to God how fail to show respect or honor others. 
+ Ask God to help us avoid the cascading effect of dishonor in our relationships. 
+ Thank God for providing a path away from our natural and rampant individualism. 
+ Pray for renewal in our Church, our Community, and our City. 

PRACTICE
+ Ed spoke about our need to reorienting our lives around the primary allegiance to God. Spend some time 

brainstorming practices that can help us to tap into the power of Jesus and restore our primary worship. 
+ How can you act as an “ambassador of reconciliation” this week? Ed ended with inviting us into a working 

prayer to focus on specific relationships in our lives which are in need of our action as an “ambassador of 
reconciliation.” He provided three steps: 

1. Identify the relationships needing the Lord’s grace
2. How is the American God of individualism being expressed in that relationship?
3. How can you begin to express redemptive honor in that relationship and trust God to 

bring transformative new life? 


